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“Harry Townsend’s Last Stand” star Len
Cariou, producer Dennis Grimaldi, director
Karen Carpenter and co-star Craig Bierko

An
Ongoing
Legacy
Things have a way of turning out right for award-winning
theatre and television producer Dennis Grimaldi (THE ’68).
The Melrose Park, Ill., native was eager to pursue a career in
acting and choreography, but the teachers with whom he wished
to study at one institution had moved on to other pursuits. It
was through word of mouth that he learned that an audition
for a scholarship to Chicago’s Goodman School of Drama
(GSD, now The Theatre School at DePaul) was approaching.
When he won the scholarship, he found it was exactly the
right place to prepare him for a successful life in the theatre.
“Dr. Charles McGaw was the most influential in my getting
a scholarship,” says Grimaldi of the dean of GSD. “The Russian
Tony-award-winning actress Eugenie Leontovich took me
under her wing. She coached me and pried and brought out
some things I didn’t know were in me. Between her and acting

On tour with
Lynn Fitzpatrick
in “No, No
Nanette”; at the
Goodman with
guest artist
Hiram Sherman

teacher Joe Slowik, I learned so much. When I left the
Goodman, Carl Stohn Jr., who awarded me the scholarship,
hired me to come back to his theatre, the Pheasant Run in
St. Charles, Ill. In essence, he started my directorial career.”
As with most aspiring theatre professionals, Grimaldi
moved to New York City and eventually became a producer,
forming Dennis Grimaldi Productions in 1989. In that
role, he has worked with some of the brightest lights
on Broadway and beyond, including Mia Farrow, Brian
Dennehy, Carol Burnett, Alan Alda and Candice Bergen
in the Broadway run of “Love Letters,” Ron Leibman
in the original production of “Angels in America,” and
Simon Russell Beale and Stephen Sondheim in the London
production of Sondheim’s “Marry Me a Little.” He also
produced “Gypsy” for television, as well as several ice
skating extravaganzas over the years.
His most recent production, “Harry Townsend’s Last
Stand,” teamed him with Len Cariou, extending the long
association he has had with the actor that began at the
Goodman, where Cariou was a guest artist. “So many of
the productions I produced or have
been involved with have led me back
to people who had helped me early on
in my career,” says Grimaldi. “I’m very
proud of that, that I could give back.”
It is because of the scholarship
he earned and the assistance he
received in his early career that
Grimaldi established the Dennis
Grimaldi Endowed Scholarship at
The Theatre School at DePaul. The
audition-based scholarship, which is
awarded annually, is intended to help
a first-year student get the great start
that Grimaldi himself did years ago.
“One of the principles of the Goodman was teaching through doing,
and I think that The Theatre School
is really carrying on that tradition.
There’s nothing from my time at the
Goodman that I would trade. Whether
we had classes with Uta Olson, who
was the costume teacher and a major
influence on award-winning costume
designer Theoni Aldredge (THE CER
’53, DHL ’85), or a lighting class with
Nick Naselius, I learned so much that
I was able to store and use later. So it
wasn’t so much going there as an actor, but going there to
really, really learn my craft.”
Grimaldi says that establishing the scholarship “filled my
heart so much because it’s like what happened to me. That’s
what I was saying about the Goodman legacy continuing.
Discovering new voices, discovering new talent. That’s why
I want to be a part of it.”
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